
The rent of an accommodation or a place in the
camping implies the adhesion of customers on the
general conditions of reservation .

Rental emplacement in the camping:
access to the sanitary, theThis package includes:

lake, the services in the reception, areas of games.
Supplements: animals, visitors.
The direction do not authorize more than 8 people (a
baby is considered as a person) and 1 vehicle by
emplacement.The additional vehicles will park in a
parking reserved.
The final location number will be assigned by the
direction, at the arrival of the customer.
The children from 0 to 2 years old are free.
Every person minor unaccompanied by an adult,
during the stay will not authorize to stay in camping.

Rental accommodation:
the rental accommodation,The price includes:

utilities (water, electricity, gas), the services of the
reception, acess to the lake, the playgrounds.Access to
waterslide with supplement.

bed linen.The price does not include
The number of the accommodation will be allocated
by the direction at the arrival of the customer.
The direction has the right to refuse access to a
customer that will come with a number of persons
above to the capacity.
A baby is considered as a person.

All equipment (tent, etc..) near to the accomodation
are not permitted.

1 parking space available near the accommodation,the
additional vehicle will park near the reception.

Prices
The price listed on our brochure or our website are
denominated in euros, and TVA included.

Reservation request:
The reservation will be effective after reception by the
direction:
- The formulary completed and signed by the client,
- The signed quote
- The payment of the deposit (25% of total stay) 10
euros booking fees.

You can phone, take a pre-option will be automatically
canceled with in 6 days without news from you.

Confirmation of stay:
Upon receipt of your reservation and your deposit, we
will send you a confirmation according to the available
places.

Payment of Stay:
The balance must be payed withoutAccomodation:

reminder from us 30 days before to arrival. In case of
no payment, the camping reserves the right to cancel
the reservation.

balance on the arrival.Camping caravaning:
All reservations must be confirmed by a deposit.

Payment accepted:
Cash, credit card
By postal order ELA
By holiday vouchers (ANCV only)

Arrival and departure:
camping and caravanning
The places will be available from 12am and will be
released the day of departure before 12am.
Any departure after the time indicated above will be
billed an extra night.
Accomodation:
Accomodation are available from 16pm and will be
released the day of departure no later than 10am.

Late arrival or early departure:
in case ofCamping caravanning / Accomodation:

arrival or departure anticipated, no refund will be
made.
Your accomodation will be reserved for 48 hours from
the expected date of arrival. After this period, we will
have. The client must inform the direction, by
telephone or in writing (fax or email), before 18h for
the days of the arrival date specified .

Cancellation (or stay rental location
camping):
The direction asks the customer to kindly ensure with
an insurance company of their choice of case of a
cancellation or interruption of stay.
In both cases, no refund will be made.

Cancellation Policy:
In case of cancellation more than 30 days before the
date of arrival, the deposit and costs will be conserved.
In case of cancellation less than 30 days before the
arrival the balance is due at the campsite.
A cancellation insurance is proposed to the customer
when then reservation request for a rental. This
cancellation insurance is optional.

Tourist tax: (per person + 13 years and per night ).
It is to be settled to part on arrival in cash or check
.Price 2013 unknowed .

Deposit:

Camping caravaning: we will ask 40€
for camping badge by separate check or cash, refunded
on departure against the badge. (1 badge per
location).

Accomodation:
We will ask 2 deposits: 200€ if there were damages in
the accomodation and 40€ for the cleaning.The
deposit will be returned after check.

Most:
access to the lake (swimming), tennis court,Free

sportsground and climbing wall (no included
equipment and monitor).
Loan : barbecue, games.

, waterslide,With participation
waterskiing on cable access
Possibility of half board or full board.
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